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ABS7ACT
Career development education hes many possible

defilnitions, but they all consider content, career development tasks,

;And results. Career development education has advantages for many
Aifferent groups. It provides the student with motivation and a means.

'0 shlif-actualization.' Teachers gain a reason for teaching essential

N... besic educatiOnal skills and concepts and another teaching
methc,! -learning by doing. This type of education benefits the school
by providing a cooperative atmosphere as well as a basis for
educational accountability. Society benefits from career development'
education throngh a socialization process smoothing the transition
from school to career. Nine operational principles must be kept in:

mind to achieve the goal of making each individual competent in
developing and managing his career life. They involve organization,
flexibility, orientation, individualization, content, school role,

and scope The objectives, nature, and activities for career
developme) education are established' according to levels from

elementar through adult. Certain minimal elements must be included

in a typical program: orientation, exploration, interdisciplinary
education, career curriculum, outreach, short term courses, placement

and follow through, and guidance and counseling. (AG)
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AREER

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION

KINDERGARTEN THROUGH

POST-SECONDARY AND ADULT LEVELS

This paper is based on the premise that career development
education is a broas oning perspective of education at all levels. Fusing career
development into ail levels of the educational structure can make the
educational experience meaningful for an increasing number of students. A
fifth grade teacher participating in a current career, development project puts
if this way . . . "The career development 'program serves as an en,ichment
program for the advanced student, stimulates and creates new interest in
subject matter for the average student, and provides enjoyment and a greater
desire to achieve for the slow learner."

A quiCk survey of the outcomes of education for many youth
suggests that considering career development education as a broadening
perspective for all of education is not premature. Many youth, both high
school graduates and dropouts, are reaching the age to begin work and
finding themselves unable to enter and hold basic entry-level jotis because
they do not possess these qualities.

Adequate and.realistic knowledge about available jobs
Career decision mak ihg and planfulness skills
Job attitudes and'industrial disciplines necessary for job success
Familiarity with tools, materials, processes and/or services of work
settings
Cognitive and manipulative skills necessary to perforM jobs
ivlarland (1970), Commissioner of Education, says that half of

our high school students, a total of approximately 1,500,000 a year, are
being offered what amounts to irrelevant education. In pain and puzzlement,
they' toil at watered down algeiira, they struggle to recollect the difference
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1)&!:4t!&!11 difii ti'..S .1f41 dcivertls and they juggle in their minds the atomic
wi.:!1,itl: tie 1),...-ylast..tifil in nuncullege science."' Such d curriculum exckidei:
.Ippt:IX ,f7Idit'°1'v :/f;' IttfItt &If our youth even tiefcre high school graduation.

.
Otli!..c. out h. 1).0 I It.t:!or 1 S4)(110 4)f Ow college oriented, thiVe come to

doubt 'h plaitali ethic ill mak for its on sakewhile still others question
eve=1 the ,it'efi 10C work for .iny purpose, ICI it .tee.-houlniiltil society. Some
haw, rmicheti iearly ,iiiiilthooil without a reason tor being. To find rneaning-
and identity for thti r lives, they participate in whatever movement .01
currently popular. Oth rs have failed to acquire the self discipline and social
responsiveness necessary for maintaining an orderly society, and their very
behavior serves to promote a state of chaos.

All youth. as a part of rowing up; are entitled to experience the
psychological meaning of work, to examine the benefit to society of
different forms of work, to .test themselves in different work,activities and to
acquire skills necessary to enter their chosen occupation. Yet, an increasing
rilmitior of youth are reaching early adulthood having been denied these
ex0eriences, Because of the growing gap that exists between students' school
experiences and the real world in which they must live, they are without the
competencies necessary tip develop and manage their career lives.

This gap cannot be bridged for these students until there is a national
commitment to the concept of career development education.
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Is Career Devutopment

Eduanion?

What is career development education, it is most definitely different
things to different people.

To many vocational educators it is a new word for traditional
vocational education.

To many general educators, it is, that which does not include job skill
prepiration, but instead it is career orientation at the.secondary level and the
teaching of traditional subject matter in a career context.

To many counselors it is a ca day, an occupational library, a unit
on how to apply for a job.

To many industrial a is teachers it is what industrial arts is and
always has been.

To the career development theorist it is a body of objectives and
content that must be organized into a curriculum that includes among gther
things the teaching of career decision making and career planfulness.

To some career development is allowing students to have "hands-on"
experiences in simulated or actual work settings.

To others it is an interdisciplindiy curriculum structure orgapized
around a core of career oriented experiences.

Career development is all of these things--and much more. It is as
much as anything a. new "set" for education that emphasizes education for
earning a living as much as education for living. Career development
education can be defined in terms of content, career development tasks, and
results.
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Career Development Task
&Fifer development education is designed to help students accom

Wish cxerr deveiopment tasks of increasing levels of maturation. These tasks
reiate to occupational and eiuc.!tional adiukment, and job and educational

.advancement. They depend unon and contribute to personal and social
growth. These tasks carry with them a set of behavioral expectations that
must mastered at each age level if the student is to progress to the next
developmental phase. The broad behavioral expectations have been specified
by career development researchers and by developmental psychologists.

Content Definition
From the point of view ol content, career development education

includes several broad areas -among them self-understanding in relation' to
work activities: Just as. an elementary Student begins to picture himself as
becoming a better or worse student, for different purposes he should also
1.-94n to picture himself as becoming a good or bad worker. For example, at
the elementary level one student might describe hiMself as being more
capable with his hands. Just as he continues over a period of time 14 make
finer judgments regarding his picture of himself as a student, he should also
define and discriminate in greater detail his self characteristics relating to
work A secondary student might picture himself as better at problem
solving assignments than at rote learning..He *ould also begin to picture
himself as a perspn who likes. for example to work creatively on his own,
with his hands. To continue to clarify his self-characteristics in terms of the
world of work, the student needs experiences that will allow him to discover
his career self.

Another career developmint content area is the occupational,
educational, and business-labor-industrial relations facet of our society.
Unless the individual has an understanding of the woricenvironment and of
those institutions that relate to it, he will certainly be limited in his ability tc
shape his career life

In terms of occupations the individual needs knowledge about such
things as (al, the several occupational classification systems and how
occupations difvfer, (b) the major trends in the changing occupational
structure, particularly entry. level lobs; (c) the geographical locations of
certain jobs; (d) the changing attitudes toward work in our society; (e) the
reasons why people work; (f) the impact of technology and national policies
on occupational growth and structure; (g) the life style of different' workers;

ihi the psychological and physical characteristics of different work
settings.

7
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In terms of educations )pportunities the stikient needs knowledge
of such things 4,5- la) the rei..ionship between- different subject matter
disciplines and a variety of jobs; (h) the different courses offered in the
secondary school; (c) the kinds of post secondary education offered and their
purposes; (d). the jobs obtained and problems enequntered by former
students; (e) the procedures and requirements for igirotling in different in
stitutions in different curriculum areas and in avaiable apprenticeship

.programs,
In terms of business labor industrial relations the individual needs

knowledge of such things as (a) the operation of labor unions; (b) the social
security .. system; (c) the collective bargaining system; (d) the personal,
practices of business and industry; and (e) the operations of labor markets.

Career decision making and planning is another career development
Deci..inn making is a loll :(-,11 or,i;i7ss for arriving at one of the

the 111%i$Vititlat must make. Students
I it..(_,,on inakinq Sk I1k ac itty f+) careers. They must, be

f;'0 probftlr, soh. inn teettnique7., w,thin a career context
most rocogniii? tfli, need for ;flaking a decision anci.be able to

Thr! particular deLision to be made; second, he must be dbifr to use an
:!!"!zt,,, tfl deter !Timing the range of alternatives, third, he must

di-otatwity and probability of the altffnatives as they relate to
himsoll and his environment; fourth, he must choose in terms of the present
and the future as he perceives them. The career decision making process

910. 7110(11,4101 between the individual's career self concept at a given
;i:,ft the environmental demands and options at that time. It is

dev.!np dud effectiveness in decision

rTh !or in .it .1 t.,;:ver di,Lts:on, It is of
and fht onvollinent neossitry

it.,!, t!idl .

t:s look 0, a pi for makin4 i.noices significant to career
C-1.1ff-il'IVY: I:, dfl Iclitdiitif tOWJIA And use of planning and

for assessing and redirecting progress in career develop,
:Te!,it In pursuing career development objectives, the student should apply
cerfril modern management skills, iiicludirig identification of tasks to be
mastered in arriving at the desired objective, establishing a schedule;
heginning the plan, continually evaluating his progress, and making necessary
modti KAT ton in both plans and objectives.



Overall Results
Career development education can be defined in terms of overall

desired results. It is not just helping an individual make a specific decision to
enter 'it vocational program. Nor is it just teaching career decision making
skills. It is more than acquiring self-understanding in terms of the world of
work. I110r is, it just enabling the individual to acquire the skills and attitudes
necessary to enter a job. Neither is it limited to just helping the individual to
become proficient in making a continual series of choices.

Rather, career development education is all of these, plus helping the
individual to dy4elop the skills, abilities, and attitudes necessary to progress
continually in -shaping his own destiny in terms of his career purposes and
accomplishments. The ultimate aim is to help each individual adlieva
self -determinefl career objectives and in such a way as to influence the nature
of future options available rather than merely having to adapt tc routinely
presented external pressures.



\b/Are the Advantages

of Career Development

Education?

Career di ,elooment education has the potential for creating a new
tiltude that can make the educational institution viable to all people.

Indirectly, up to now education has been a kind of career development
duLation for those who plan to go into the managerial or professional

hCAlikAll: ;t his rot been that for all. For many youth today,
educatin is something that .is toleratrt rather Thai, pursued for a purpose.
The concept of career development education shOuld be examined for its
possible advantages to the student. teacher, school, and society.

Career Development and the StUdent
To the student, career development education offers the chance to

become an active and purposeful participant in his educational development.
It provides him with a reason for learning. The remarks of an eleventh grade
student, enrolled in an interdisciplinary. educational program in which his
mdth, science, and English had been correlated with activities in the
electronics laboratory, illustrate this point. He explained that his attitudes .

and grades had changed because the new program 'enabled him to see why he
should acquire essential academic skills of math, science, and communica-
tion. A disadvantaged student enrolled in a Coordinated Vocational
Academic education Program said he liked the CVAE prOgram because he
could See how his studies were preparing him for the future, rather than
forcing him to mark time in unnecessary courses that we .e preparing him for
nothing. Career development educatiOn causes the notion to begin to think
of the future. For example, a seventh grade student participating in a junior
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high exploratory program said that for the first time he could see how
certain courses in high school could help him be what he wanted to be.1
Through the variety of learning activities made possible by career develop

ment education, students can gain greater respect for themselves and others.
For example, a third Made teacher notes that a student who had never
achieved very welt in school became known as the best person with a
hammer and saw. She said that as a result of the career development program
this particular student's attitude. and status in the class had improved. Career
development education can make education a part of life uher than
something separate from life.

Career Development and the Teacher 1.

To the teacher in any discipline or at any level, career development
edocation pna-ides a reason for leaching essential basieducational skills and

concepts. In one first grade career development project, students built and'.
operated a post office within the classroom. Before a kutknt could sort the
mad and deliver it according to room numbers, he had to learn numerals.
The teacher reports that even the sloW learners were motivated to learn the

numerals. because th wanted to participate. Over the years this writer has
observed the shock n the faces of secondary math teachers who, when
visiting post secondar vocational-technical schools, fi that some of their
former math student on whom they had given 145 ar le to easily explain
electronic theory the ugh the use of algebraic equat r hey were the same

individuals being tau t the same concepts and skills, but in this instance the

ideas were being esented as tools for use within the context of the
student's electronic career area_ Students who have a reason for learning are
motivated to learn, and motivation is stimulated through cares{ development
education.

In addition, career development education offers to the teachers
another method of teaching-:learning by doing as opposed to learning
vicariously. Through participation in concrete work activities either for the
purpose of awareness, exploration, or 'gob skill preparation, the student has
an exwrience to which other school learning can be related. A second grade
teacher tetis about OM student from a very poor family who was unable to
read Whik participoting in a construction project he dictated the following
St..sry fear the teacher to write and have him read back. "My hammer is strong
,fro Jots of fun We hang it on woad but stay away from the kids. Sometimes
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ttit, mills etci tfi but most of the time they clo.uLt. Miss don't
The teacher sdo the Priv Lould read the vvoids he had dictated'and

was XI excited ovei his ability that he wanted to teleoil thelli:tiverVddV.
At the high school level. academic concepts can he integrated into a

career curriculum in the teaching of lob skills. Fill ex.lowle. a science unit on
hyso41! prripetties and changes could he Loirelated tn,rih areas such as

iii )1: Itattibig. zsatntirttl. anti carpentry to mike up a construction
career c tar r ICU POSSItati ledr niriq activities tor correlation would include
these

.Haye students determine Me absorption oua:ities of various types of
f I to:30411 t I Lite! folS.

HAP them test the itrerwjth of different pipes such as copper, plastic,
tiat.v.inved cast Iron, and hc pipes.

Haw- %WI It-111s ft te.fit' tf)411,11 tyfftl dud ,tt 1011 iii lite Sr houl
determine it they cry Iron) wirthir to summer due to

expan,.iim

Such Jet aPproach to learning would enable a Snifiefi to learn
atistract corvcepts, tO dr pprec late abstract formulations, and to deyelop
abstract thought processes by anpl%'-ng concepts in solving physical problems
related to his career goal.

Career Development and the School
Career development education helps create; a school climate in

vvh!ch the itaff takes equal ititerest and pride in asisisting each student in
shaping his career life. in addition, a new basis for ethicational accountability
results trom implementation of careei. development education. Public
education could be held accountable for insuring that each individual
chooses, prepares, enters, and progresses in activities furthering his career
life. Schools would have a new reason for being not only to help the
individual make the initial entrance into the world of work, but to progress
in his career. The school would have a new basis for assessing its success with
every student, for learning would he for purposes other than just academic
Achievement valued only in the school (Venn, 1970). It would become a
continuing, educational centir 'for adults. The school would be forted to
ki.-ep abreast of the economic and technological changes occurring in the

12
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world of work. It would truly bring the school into the mainstream of

society- a must if public education is to regain. ihe confidence of the
masses.

a

Career Development and Society
Career development education offer,s a socialization procest through

which individuals can move and progress froM rhildhaod through a career.
Siparation of youth from work as a part of growing up, elimination of the:
family as an economic unit, increased opportunities and the cotnplefOty of
today's society have.made traditional approaches obsolete. Career develop-
ment education would help to realize the American dream of educational
opportunities to aid individuals in realizing their potential. It Would allow
each individual to develop a self-identity as a worker in a work ,centered
society. This socialization process could enable individuals to find new
meaningfulness in the changing nature of work and to cope with the
continued social and psychological changes of the work setting. It could help
retain a society of both prodwiers and consumers rather than a society of
more and more consumers.

13
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t Are Some

Operation& Piificiphs for Career

Development Education?

$;r (Milt y goo: Of career devekipmerit education is to make each
competent in developing, and managing his career life. the

lui:nvong operational principles are essential to 9w attainment of this goal.
Principle 1: C;irt:er developinent education must be sequentially

organised from kindergarten through postsecondary and adult education.
Research substantiates that career development tasks are not mastered singly
in discrete order at a grven.point in time. For example, career "choice" is a
process that occurs throughout life, All career development tasks are-
mastered during a period of several years; the accomplishment of one task
overlapping the partial fulfillmerit of others. Because career development
begins in the early childhood years and.00ntinues throughout one's working
life, it must be comprised of increasingly varied objectives and instructionali...
activities that,pCcur from-kindergarten through post secondafy grades. The
program should be general and broad in the beginning and should become
more concentrated in the later grades. Such a program requires interfacing
curriculum riences from each educational level to the next.

Principle 2: Career development education 'must be organized
integrated structure within the educational program.. Never.. should it be
regarded just as 'an add on course or unit inolv;ng only selected teachers.
Examples and problems drawn from a cross section of the world of work
should be incorporated into all phases -of- the curricultim. Career develop-
ment activities'inust be organized as a nucleui around which the elements of
general and academic e,ducatio.n. guidance and counseling, and commenity
resources would revolve. General and academic courses would include

14
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exile , to point up their occupational implications, resulting in a direct.
orielat!0:: of the gener:il and academic aSili205 of the school curriculum

;ftcy:Ort (leVetOpttlent expt2riences
Principle 3: To meet the needs.of all studelits, career development

must be tlexit7te enough to allow each student dt each educational

ivvel ;710k7' t 1101::t tt on: OW t.rOatIOSt base Of ti) h:We atISS ICI

'..r".1%. CtirriCtiltffp e'+cperterCeS to he free to move from 4me
.t,r! ,if1(7011 xtd to acquire preparation for the net

lev,2i. To ilonv on' the opportunity al each COO
itvti to learn about and' prepare lyr career and educatioi, optionr

e!: ueiee.ite thesc iit:CVSSfillitty to hint ist.tO reSII id Ii 15 iinfividuat freedom
hi-, figure. It catinc.)t he assumed that a choice made at the.

I 1.)0St suctintiory !eve' is tile final choice, A studi.*nt must
tri tre.-drytt to move from one cater curriculum area it) dilOthet if hi,

4V1011t1 0101( e

flows., freedom %NOt be determined by

r,i)T 1. Oftetiett to hail the end of high schoo:. leigh school et-111cm' ion
Consutmed terminal. The secondary career curricu!um must

ovide Hie studerit with sl..:11s necessary for entering a lob as well as
pos 50condary education,

Principle 4: Career development education is student centered rather
than manpower centered. It should not be seen as a mining operation strictly
::-,yncerned with the selection of certain talents for the purpose of meetinci

.ni,inonvier needs, but rathet as a farming approach in whic.h
md:/irimik ire provided with opportunities to q ow and develop. If the
le 41,4! y rc ft:Tr.,11{ I)(»fitS beg:COM). the needs of business and industiy, then

,tr:.,renv becomes one 01 selecting individuals to meet identified needs.
H. on 'he: other hand. the primary reference point is the needs of students,
tt)tv tie strategy becomes one of providing the educational services necessary tt

to chore his own career life. Under such a strategy the corn
iiioniit is to develop the uniqueness and potential of each student no matter
where the' ctevt!lophient of ht potential might lead.

Principle 5: Career development programs must consider the

Individual's readiness level for career development. This will necessitate

what students h,we already learned or experienced and the
of their uttelIecti4t1,-sOcial, emotional, and vocational maturity.

15
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The range of individual differences will require a variety of career
development learning experiences that can be related to individual needi and
capacities. It will also reijuire that the program be flexible enough at each
level to start with each individual's level of accomplishment.

Principle. 6: Career development education includes job skill prepara-
tion. The central purpose Must be to enable each individual toassurne the
habits, knowledges, atiAdes, problem solving judgment and manipulative
skills necessary for occupetional.entrance and progress. To fail in this aim
would be to have no career development education program.

Principle 7: Career development education must not be limited, to
the traditional concepts. of "awareness," "orientation," "exploration;" etc.,
as they relate to work, but must include awareness, orientation, exploration,
arxi progressive practice in developing the career aspects of self (Pritchard,
1971),- The development of the individual's career self will require that at
each educational level he be allowedlo experience miniature work tasks in
air fnvironmeRt approximating the work setting. These experiences must be
followed with appropriate'feedback to give the student the understanding
oriel vocabulary he will need to clearly c'efine his career self. It is vital that
the feedback allow the student to analyze his experiences rather than have
them analyzed by someone else.

Principle 8: In career development education the school has the
responsibility for assisting the Indifidual in entering, adjusting, and prO
gressing in a job. This concept goes beyond the traditional approach of job
placement and follow up. It makes the school responsible for the individual
until he is placed in a job, until he has adjusted to a job, and until he has at
least obtained a one-step advancement in that job either in the.form of a
salary increase, a step up the ladder, or some other alternate form of
advancement. This concept requires personal monitoring and follow through
of each student by the school and communication with his employers:

Principle 9: Career development education must provide at all levels
an opportunity for the student to participa in concrete learning activities
that closely approximate a variety of wor roles, work settings, and other
life experie9Ces reflecting the career life. Such experiences go far beyond the
traditional printed materials, audio-visual aids, career days, and speakers on
which we have tended to rely for the career development of the individual.
Such. experiences allow the student to experience the work environment
only in second hand ways. Placing emphasis on "hands-on-activities" will
provide the student with a new basis for understanding and expressing his
career self. , ...-..

16
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hat Are

the Oblectives, Nature, and Activities

for Ceireer Development Education?

Until the passage of the exemplary section of the 1968 Vocational
Education Amendments, little had been done to design a div-elopmentat and
isegrated model for career development education. The. current surge of

,ii,t-t,rest is rtnultiitig in the fragmented efforts of the past being organized into
d sequential program. The models that have emerged are far from adequate,
but this section 'ripresents one attempt to specify possible objectives, nature,
and activities for career: development education at each educational level.
Information in this seictiori has been related. to presumed vocational
development readiness stages that are drawn from vocational development
theory (Tennyson, Super; Havighurst).

Elementary
At the elementary school level, career development education should

result In the student's demonstrating a positive attitude toward work, school,
41-41 self as a present and future worker. To accomplish this outcome, career
development activities would be fused into the existing curriculum. In
perforrritrig the career tasks, pupils would apply basic skills in mathematics,
social science aria communication. Their activities would be sequential in

17
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naturc, moving from familiarization with the kinds of occupations found in
theV immediate home environment to those in the school and in the.,
immediate and broader community. Activities would include participation in
miniature work experiences, observation of workers, and a range of vicarious
f.,xperiences selected to represt;nt A crosr section of the occupational
spectrum.. More specific objectives toward which career development
programs should 'be directed are expressed in desired student behavior as
follows.

Student will
1. identify occupations in the community;

2. develop identification with workers in various occupations;

3. apply basic educational, manipulative and cognitive skills in
performing simulated work activities of a creative, organiza-
tional, and operative nature;

4. recognize work. activities they like and perform best, that give
them the greatest satisfaction; identify occupations* in which the
performance of similar activities would be required;

5. describe selected self characteristics and environmental factors
that can have impact upon an individual's future; identify ways
n which others have minimized negative and maximized

positive factors;

6. .identity factors that influence the work environment and
describe the nature of the influente;

learn to get along and work with peers;

complete tasks assigned;

develop respect for all levels of work.

Junior High
The career development program at this level should result in the

student's stating a preference for an occupational cluster for either entry
level lob skill preparation or for further exploration. To accomplish this a

18
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three year curriculums is pr,_dosed. f irst year students would receive
orientation 'in several occupational categories classified according to the
work preference's of different personality types '(Holland, 1966). Students
would be placed in business and industrial .and agricultural settings in the
local community to observe workers and work processes.

.During the second year, students could elect' to explore several,
occupational families by enrolling in mini-provocational exploratorrcoUrses
six to nine weeks in length. In these courses they v.fould 'perform simple tasks
in a simulated work environment where they would be permitted to work
with the tools, materials, processes, and. products appropriate to a gi\ren
work setting.

During the third year, students would be allowed to select a single
occupational family for in depth, hands-on experlences in performing
organizational, creative, operative, maintenance, and motivational tasks.
Curing all three years of junior high school the students would apply basic
academic -skills in solving problems and performing activities representative
of a cross section of occupational areas.

After each concrete experience of observing work first hand or
participating in a simulated work rot?, Students would be guided through
group guidance and individual counseling' experiences in looking at their
experiences in terms of these kinds of questions. How did I feel abOut myself
while t was involved in the work role? What are other jobs in our society that
might provide similar satisfaction? What are the ,diffirent decisions one
would have to make to enter this kind of work? What kind of schooling and
non school experiences would prepare me for it?

More specific objectives toward which the career development
prOgram should be directed are expressed in desired student bhavior as
follows.

Student"will I- f
.0 I

I ciscribe and cttff rentiate his self - characteristics as they are
related to course fiction and broad occupational areas;

2. differentiate among the several broad occupational areas and
.the groupings mt.. hin them by considering nature of work,
future impact of ttlichrIplogy, government, etc., future growth,
self characteristics anefothers; .

.16
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Secondary
At this love! the r:oreer dee!opunent ethic:it:on progrcsryi should result

pri:paring for and satisfdctorily beginning.an entry-level job
tir t+ his seeking further KiiiC..1011 leading toward a career objective. To

this, all sturlei!ts would be nrol!ed in one of several career
fur incredsing Utrrtocts of tittle Students still undecided about a

objectfv., wn,ild be able to rotate from one career cluster to another,
show tefrtotive caret\ choice could either pursue entry level job

I
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skills or prepare for further education. In each career curriculum students .

would participate in learning activities to learn the cognitive, manipulative,
and attitudinal' skills. required in severai of the occupations making up the
career, curriculum cluster. Each career curriculum would be arranged so that
students could be preparing for lobs requiring varying degrees of skills. More
specifically, objectives toward Which the career development program should
be directed are expressed in desired student behavior as follows.

Students will
1. differentiate among the major occupations-that make up a

broad occupational area in terms of the amount . and type of
education needed for entrance; the content, tools, setting,
products or services of the occupations; their value to society;
their ability to provide him with the life style he desires; to
what extent they can satisfy his interests and values; and in
what ways they do and do not seem appropriate for him;

2 differentiate between the different post secondary educational
avenues available in terms of the 'accessibility of each to him
and the potential of each to help him achieve his career
objectives and lifestyle; decide on a ;nisi secondary institution;

3. describe his self characteristics in greater detail and describe
why a certain tentative occupational and educational choice is
more appropriate for him;

.4. apply decision making process irFarriving at a tentative career
goal and in executing plans to achieve a desired goal;

5. tentatively select a career curriculum and-acquire an entry level
job skill and/or use career curriculum as base for continuous
exploration activity;

6. develop more specific plans for implementing his vocational
preference;

7 execute plans
experience;

by taking appropriate course work and job

21
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8. become involved in a meaningfui and purposeful manner with
work and work related activities in a bryad occupational.area;

9. differentiate among major companieI frith which he might
begin work in terms of location, personnel policies, promotional
policies, retirement, ,labor and management relationship, future
growth possibilitiesi opportunities for continued education,
'size of company, comers unity mindedness of thre.p:ompany, etc.

lv

V'

Post-secondary
At this level career development education should result in the

individual's preparing for and satisfactorily entering a chosen occupation. To
accomplish this objective it is suggested that students have access to
comprehensive post-secondary career education programs. The student
desiring entrance into a high level technical and Skilled occupation would
need access to two year post-secondary curriculum. Students plannirig to
enter some skilled or single skilled occupations would needaccess to shorter
programs. The emphasis in pgst-secondary career education must be on
flexibility in serving students 'at the time they need help and not when it is
convenient for the institution. More specifically, the objectives for the career
development program at this leveare stated below.

Student will
1. consider self-characteristics in choosing the type of post-

secOndary institution to enter and in making a choice of
program to pursue within the chosen institution;

2. select a postsecondary institution and currkmatim that will
enable him to implement his career objectivev,a

3. select the occupational field and level he plans to enter, obtain
necessary competencies, aid enter chosen field;

4. consider the different work settings that would allow him to
implement career objectives and select the ones that seem most
appropriate for him;

5. involve himself with work and work related activities in his
chosen field.
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Adult
Career development education at the adult level should result in the

individual's continuously planning and directing his career life. To accom-
plish this it is proposed that adults have access to career development
etiiiCijt1011 that dal is Compretteniive enough to meet the needs of each adia:t;
(IA is flexible in terms of time, setting, learning activities, length of courses;
(c) is equally accessible to al! adults: (d) indides assistance. in jab
adjustment, career planning, learning how to locate a job, and providing job
information on g nationwide scale; (e) offers incentive to adults in the lower
one fourth of the income distribution for pursuing adult career development
education; (f) includes- career courses designed to upgrade, update, ur
prepare the adult for a new occupational field; and (g) provides career
gpidance, counseling, and placement services.

More specific objectives toward which the career development
program should be directed are stated below.

Adult will

1. involVe himself in activities in order to remain up to date in his
occupational field;

2. identify career ladders within his occupation and take steps
necessary to move up the job ladder;

3. if displaced by either his.own initiative or other factors, will
obtain information on options available and appraise them in
terms of self and environmental factors; will decide on and
implement action that seems most appropriate for continuing
his career life;

4. continuously appraise short and long range career goals in terms
of both self and environmental factors and adjust his efforts
according to revisions in his career goals.



/

Mhat Are the Elements

of a Career Developmental

Education Program?

Discussion of career; development education programs usually focuses
upon only a few of the elements needed to implement a career development
education program in kindergarten thr.ough postsecondary and adult life. No
one knows for sure all of the elements that will be.essential in providing
experiences necessary for each individual to acquire the competencies to
shape and direct his career life. It is believed that these elements would
include as a minimum those discussed here. The operational definition, need,
objective, and implementation procedure-is discussed for each element of a
cheer developinent program.

It should be noted that certain elements are necessary at all levels of
education even though- their 'objectives: activities and implementation
procedures ma.14 change. Chart one indicates the educatiOnal level which

each element ig necessary. Although most of the elements imply a
programmatic apOroach, . these can be combined at different levels into
broader program structures. Chart two relates elements, possible program
matic structure, ,and,staff to be involved.

1. Orientation Orientation is designed to assist individuals to
learn about their self characteristics and environment in terms of a career set.
Neither youth noradults can select an occupation they know nothing about

24
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any more than they can return from a place where they have never been. As
a part ofIgrowing up, youth needs contracts with a variety of occupational
groups and levels with which they might identify. Without these contacts,
they cannot even visualize themselves in certain occupational' roles.. The
unemployed adult who lacks information about job openings in anothe;
geographical area is not free to consider the option of moving. Just as tack of
knowledge of available occupation options limits.the individual's freedom to
choose,'' so does lack of awareness about his abilities and aptitudes.
Orientation. can occur at all educational levels. Activities to promote self and
career orientation' can be integrated into each subject matter area..Such an
approach enables the student to see a relationship between the subject
matter discipline and-the world of work. Also, specialized career orientation
courses are 'often made available at the junior high, secondary,
post secondary, and adult levels. ..... .

2 Exploration Exploration allows individuals to consciously
penetrate the- context of either simulated or direct work environment
activities and to examine that experience in terms.Pf clarifying or modifying
the career self concept, Because of lack of contact with the work world,

'many students are unable to accurately analyze themselves in terms -of
particular iturk actyitie and settings. Students need an opportunity to test
thprnselves out through -hands-on-experiences- in2simulated or direct work
settings if they are to know themselveto.in re .terms. For hands-on-
experiences to be exploratory they intsit be followed by structured
experiences to aid the individual in interpreting the meaning the, xperience
has for him.

Exploration should occur at tzgch level 0Lvdycation. At all levels
exploratory activities can be integrated through activities that allow students
to apply the concepts and skills of different subject matter disciplines.in the
performance of a variety of work activities from a cross section of
occupations. Also, exploratory activities can be taught through specialized
Ot4154:`, S. added to the curriculum. Teachers of such exploratory courses will

i.eed specialized training beyond a traditional vocational or work experience
background,

3,.--44iterdisciptinary . Education - Interdisciplinary education is

dliTled as a process of unifying the natural relationship betweenOthe
academic and career curriculum so that selected concepts and skills of
general and academic courses are requited through career orientetkactivrties,
problems, and talks. There are many students who tack the necessary
motivation for' pits-suing pure acadethic subject matter content. In addition,
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there ar4, those students who can learn essential abstract understandings
more effectively if they are allowed to do so in a method of learning by
doing. The objectives of the interdisciplinary program would be first to help
students see a need and reason for acquirithg academic skills in order to reach
their carer fp:lit and second, to he students acquire basic academic skills
through direct application of these skills in concrete, career oriented
activities. The interdisciplinary approach at the junior high level and. above
could be accomplished through a horizo'ptal curriculum structure. To
accomplish this, an interdisciplinary team of math, science, Fnglish,
science, and exploratory or preparatory career teachers would need to meet
regularly to plan learning experiences organized around career activities.
tmplementition of.. the program may require some form of modified
differentiated staffing. in which one member of the team is made team
leader. .At the. elementary level a ,world of work curriculum could become
the core around which basic education skills are correlated for a portion of
the tine. In addition, an interdisciplinary approach can be accomplished .
when any teacher attempts to fuse into his particular subject matter career
oriented problem's and activities to w11::...h students must apply the concepts
and skills of the subject matter discipline in order to solve.

Chart 3- CAREER CLUSTER CURRICULUM
SECONDARY LEVEL METAL WORKING OCCUPATIONS'

10th. 11th or
12th grade

10th, 11th or
12th grade 12th grads

Metal
Laboratory

Metal
English

Metal

2 !WWI Mgt

1 hour (20

/ Mors (30

1 hour (2q)

Outside work
experience,
in-depth skill
preparation,
advance
piaceinant,
pOti-IsCandatti

Math 1 hour (2ql 1 hour (2q) ethiCatitift

Metal
Science

Metal

1 hour IN, 1 hour (2q)

Social Studies 1 hour (2q) 1 hour Ilse

Career Planning 1 hour t1q) 1 hour (1q) 1 hour ttql option

q quarter
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4. Career Curriculum - A career curriculum is one designed to
dovetail academic and career subjects into a natural relationship that
provides the student with those manipulative, ,attitudinal, and mental
preparation skills necessary to enter and maintain employment within a
specific occupation or occupational field (Draper, 1967). Job preparation for
all students must be one of the primary outcomes of education. All students
at the secondary level would be enrolled in a cahmw curriculum. The length
of enrollment would depend upon the student's needs and objectives. The
objective of the career. .curriculum at the secondary level would be (a) to
provide continued exploration; (b) to prepare students for enrollment in
post secondary 'education leading toward their ultimate career objectives;
end (c to prepare students for immediate entrance into employment upon
leaving school. At the post-secondary level, the objectives of the career
curriculum would be to prepare students for their selected career field.

The primary difference between the secondary and post-secondary
career curriculum would be that at the secondary level students would be
enrolled in broad career clusters such as paramedical, construction, trans-
portation, foods, electro-mechanical, metals, and sales occupations. At the
post-secondary level the career curriculum would focus more narrowly on
such careers as practical nurse, food service manager, appliance repairman,
carpenter, construction supervisor, automotive mechanic, automotive techni-
cian, mechanical technician. It is important that there be an interface
between the secondary and post-secondary cweer curriculum to promote
articulation and a minimum of duplication. Articulation can be achieved by
the establishment of early and advanced placement into postsecondary
programs.

The career curriculum, as illustrated in chart three, would be
composed of a grouping of courses including those that focus upon the
.teaching of specific job preparation skills related to the career area as well as
the teaching of math, science, communication skills, and social science in
terms of the context of the career area. Organizing the curriculum on a-
quarter basis would make it possible for students to spend two-thirds of their
time for two years in the career curriculum cluster. Students could enter the
career curriculum at the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grade level. Point of
entrance would be determined by student need. Student's level of focus
within the career area--whether at a skiff, technical, or professional
level-would determine to a large extent his mix of courses within the career
area and the level at which they are taught. It is feasible that up to 60 to 70
percent c.if the student's time could be spent within the career curriculum

*
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, 1

during grAcles ten, eleven, and twelve depending upon his career goal.
5. Intensive Short-term Specialized Courses intensive

short term specialized training course is "one- in which a student is
prepared for emplk.lyment in a single skilled occupation over a period of less
than a year There are Individuals who because of their ni-!eds, circumstances,
or characteristics are unable to set a long term goal and complete a onVOr
two year occupational program at the post-secondary level'. There` are
individuals at the secondary level who either have or plan to drop out of
school and who have not received sufficient preparation to obtain and hold
employment. It would be the objective of this program to completely
modify the regular program and offer these students on an individualized
basis an opportunity to acquire job skill preparation in a single skill
occupation in which there is employment demand. The procedure for
implementing this program would be to utilize existing job preparatory
teachers, cooperative teachers, or a specialized teacher. Regular teachers at
the secondary level would handle such students.individually. In addition, the
counselor would be assigned the responsibility of coordinating and monitor-
ing students' progress in such a program:

6. Outreach Outreach is the function of reaching through
personal contact unemployed youth, and adults for the purpose of re-
turning them to either' an appropriate learning situation or to part-time
training and related employment. Many out-of-school youths and adults have
become so discouraged by society that they are not likely to seek additional
education on their own. Such individuals, in order -to consider education,
must be aggressively sought out and convinced by example that education
can be a relevant and positive experience. Outreach is a function that occurs
at the secondary, post-secondary, and adult levels. At the secondar' level

someone should be assigned as the outreach counselor and held accountable
for making personal contact with each school dropout.. At the-
postsecondary and adult levels, the outreach counselor, would- have the
responsibility of making either. personal contact or indirect contacts through
an array, of public and private social agencies for the purpose of enrolling
those individuals who do not enroll through normal channels. Part of the
function and authority of the outreach counselor must include working with
the instructional staff in designing a curriculum appropriate for each student.
To return such individuals to the same curriculum in which they have failed
would be useless.

7. Job Placement and Follow Through Job placement and follow
through are the functions of assisting youth and adults to enter, to adjust,
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and to satisfactorily progress' in a job. Many youth and adults lack necessary 7
job seeking and adjusting skills. To proniote the idea of upward mobility is
to help the individual obtain the human satisfaction and sense of purpose
which he cannot find without reasonable opportunities to advance to
positions of greater responsibility, status, and salary. Job placement and
follow through would occur at any level of education at which the student
exits from the school for entrance into work. The objective of the job

2.eacement and follow through program would be to help students obtain
,f'giFit,tnyie jobs in order to remain in school; to arx:st each individual upon
leaving school in obtaining a full-time job that is the most appropriate for
him and to provide personal monitoring until each student has received
either an advanced status or a salary increase. Someone in each school should
be assigned the responsibility for creating and coordinating this new link*
between the school and ,the employer. This may be assigned to a counselor
or a job placeMent specialist who is a member of the guidance team.

8. Guidance and Counseling Guidance and counseling is a
program designed to help students personalize the. meaning of their career
experiences at each educational level, to assist theni at key decision-making
Points, .and to help prescribe their educational treatment. Many teachers will
need assistance if they are to provide learning experiences that will 'enable.
students to accomplish the goals of a career development education program.
Furthermore, many students will need help in arriving at and imple-
menting education and career decisions. Some will need support assistance if
they are to be successful in executing plans. At all levels the counselor
should act as a resource consultant to teachers in integrating career-oriented ..

experiences into the curriculum and in advising them as .to how to help
students interpret the meaning these experiences might have for them.

At the secondary, post-secondary, and adult levels, counselors should
-coordinate educational placement, job placement, and follow-up to system-
atically help each student enter and co,inplete his next step. At the
post-secondary and adult levels, counselors should seek out students for
enrollment, provide- intensive educational and vocational counseling, and
arrange for supportive assistance in terms of students' needs and personal
characteristics.
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ummary

Career development education must be more than new wine in old
bottles, for it is more than is presently embraced under vocational educa
tion, guidance and practical arts. It includes objectives and processes
from these fields, but it also includes more than has tiadirionally been
made operational in these disciplines. Career development education
will be the integration of the old and the new into a new "set" for educa-
tion, it will truly make the educational process accountable for equipping
each individual to shape his career life. This new set wilt pervade all of edu
cation at all levels and will be focused on the development of the whole
individual as it relates to his career life. Career development education has

the potential for restoring public cOnfidence in education and for truly
enabling education to pass along to all its young those traits and skills
necessary for them to participate more fully in our society. Its implements
lion will require specification of objectives and learning activities at each
educational level. In addition, considerable attention will have to be given to
designing and structuring the educational .process into those elements
necessary' to provide a system of experiences that will culminate in accom
Wishing carver development educatio0 objectives for each individual.
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